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Abstract

Gulets built-in Bodrum region, known as Bodrum gulets, are special and unique yachts with a rich historical background and aesthetic
designs. Besides aesthetics, the engineered design is important for such leisure crafts; thus, hull characteristics should be analyzed using
a binary approach. In this paper, the hull form characteristics of Bodrum gulets with round and transom sterns are investigated, and
parametric models based on geometrical dimensions are developed. In order to obtain reliable results, 20 round stern and 24 transom stern
Bodrum gulets are used for the parametric evaluation. Hydrostatic parameters of these models are calculated, and general characteristics
such as beaminess and fullness are obtained. Additionally, the Holtrop-Mennen method is also used to estimate the resistance performances
of these displacement type hulls. The distinctive or similar characteristics of these types of yachts are presented and compared. Finally, a
parametric framework is developed for use in the preliminary design stage of such yachts.
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Gulets, Tırhandil, and Transom Stern yachts are the three
types of boat found in Bodrum region of Turkey [1]. These
exclusive leisure crafts are used in Blue Voyage, including
a unique route around Bodrum peninsula. During this
voyage, gulets and transom stern types of yachts are mostly
preferred due to their wide aft deck and ease of usage [2].
On the other hand, gulets classified in sailing yachts are
seen as one of the symbols of Turkish maritime culture
with their rich historical background and remarkable
aesthetic lines. Wooden gulets are diversified based on
personalized designs and constructions with different
interior architecture solutions, sail, and rigging design
in response to customer demands [3]. Despite their rich
historical background and distinctive design, there are very
few studies on gulet type yachts in literature. Gammon et
al. [4] investigated the resistance, seakeeping, and stability
characteristics of Turkish gulets and used a genetic
algorithm for the hull form optimization. Sarıoğlu and
Kukner [5] developed a method to estimate the form factor

of Bodrum gulets using numerical tools. They stated that the
artificial neural network approach is useful in predicting the
form factor hull form during the preliminary design stage.
A project aimed to research on Turkish gulets and funded
by Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey
was completed [6]. Within this project, Bodrum gulets are
analyzed and optimized. Kınacı [7] modeled the Bodrum
type schooner yachts using the 1-prismatic coefficient (Cp)
method and developed a computer program to be used in
the pre-design phase. The recent gulets are designed with
round or transom sterns. The shape of the stern influences
the functional properties along with the hydrostatics and
hydrodynamic characteristics of yachts. Allroth and Wu [8]
numerically investigated the hydrodynamic performances
of sailing yachts with different shapes of transom sterns,
and they stated that box-shaped transom sterns have a
smaller wetted surface area, improved righting moment
and reduced wave resistance at high Froude numbers.
Şireli and Insel [9] analyzed the resistance performance of
transom stern crafts and they found that the transom stern
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remarkably influences the wave and viscous resistances.
Doctors [10] investigated the resistance of transom stern
monohulls using regression analyses for the ventilation
of the stern and the length of the transom hollow based
on the experimental data. According to Papanikolau [11],
even though the shape of the stern has no direct relatioship
with the form of waterlines or sections, the stern form has
an effect on flow to the propeller near to the stern part; in
an elliptical stern, flow follows the waterlines whereas in
transom stern, it follows the direction of the buttocks.

The numerical studies are focused on transom stern
analysis, and the studies on gulets in literature do not
consider the sub-classes of Bodrum gulets where significant
differences in design are found. In this study, first, the
historical background of Bodrum gulets is revealed in the
hull form evolution perspective, followed by the studies of
geometric, hydrostatic, and hydrodynamic characteristics
of Bodrum gulets with round and transom sterns. Twenty
round stern and 24 transom stern Bodrum gulets are used
for the parametric evaluation, and the Holtrop-Mennen
method is used for resistance estimations. The obtained
results for two different stern types are compared, a novel
framework for the preliminary design and engineering
phases of these types of yachts is developed within the
statistical base. This is the first study showing the numerical
comparison of Bodrum gulets with round and transom
sterns and provides a design guide in terms of geometrical
and hydrodynamic aspects. Within this perspective,
this research aimed to contribute identification and
development of the hull form characteristics of gulets
specific to Bodrum region.

1.1. History of Bodrum Gulets
It is necessary to understand the origin of the term “gulet”
and how it came to Turkish to investigate the characteristics
of Bodrum gulets. There are various ideas about the
emergence of gulet type boats. It is believed that Italians
constructed the first gulet in the 1800s [12]. Figure 1
presents transverse section curves of Italian type gulets
[13].

Figure 1. Hull geometry of Italian type gulets [13]

There is general rhetoric that gulets come from schooner
type boats. The word “gulet” is defined as a variant of the
schooner, specific to the Mediterranean [14]. Uskuna type
boats of Dutch origin, known as Schooner in English, are
known as Goletta in Italian and Goélette in French [15]. It
is also known that the word “goulettes”, which means sea
swallow in French in the 18th century, was used to describe
a sailing was ship [1]. Goletta, which is also known as
schooner, is a sailing boat type, which has two masts with
equal height or a lower foremast [16].

The first schooner type boat was designed and built by
Andrew Robinson in Gloucester, Massachusetts, USA,
in 1713 to meet the demand for fast sailing boats in the
international tea trade [14]. On the other hand, it is widely
thought that schooners were originated in the Netherlands.
According to Kükner and Kınacı [17], gulets were originated
in the Netherlands; then they spread to England and America
before arriving in Europe via Italy and France. The schooner
is a two-masted medium-sized sailboat equipped with a
bow mast, square rig, and mainmast with fore [14,18].
Thus, both gulet and schooner can be identified based on
the rigging type considering all the above statements. On
the other hand, the term “gulet” has been used in Turkey
for defining the body form designed with a round stern or
transom stern [19].
Gulets were widely used in the Mediterranean for various
purposes. These types of sailing boats started to appear
in the Mediterranean in the late 18th century. Until the
gulet “Madonna Annunziata”, which had a capacity of
92 barrels and was granted a “Venetian license” by the
Senate on December 20, 1788, in the Adriatic [20]. Since
then, the number of gulets in the Mediterranean increased
significantly and spread into many countries. Records stated
that 1 gulet was registered in Trieste in 1789, 1 in 1791, and
8 in 1794 [20].

On the other hand, gulets were started in the early 1800s
in Ottoman Empire. It is known that gulets were used for
military purposes in the Ottoman Navy in the first half of
the 19th century [14,21]. According to Tercüman-ı Ahval,
an early newspaper released in 1860, gulets were used in
coastal transportation and carried commercial goods from
Mytilene, Chios, Crete, Bodrum, Tripoli, and Canakkale to
İstanbul [14]. Based on the special hull form, gulets had
high seakeeping performance even in harsh weather and
high-volume capacity, enabling them to be used in the
transportation of commercial goods.
Over the years, gulets have started in tourism, along with
carrying goods, fishing, and sponging in the Aegean Sea
[1,13,17,22]. In Bodrum region, gulet production has started
at the end of the 1950s. Mehmet Uyav and Ziya Güvendiren,
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early boat builders in Bodrum in the years 1958-1959 built
two different gulets [23]. Ayaz [24] stated that a 22 m length
“karavoskaro” type boat, called “goletta” by Italians, began
to be built in 1958, and the masters from Bodrum improved
this type of boat over time, revealing Bodrum gulet. These
special yachts are now recognized as an essential component
of Blue Voyage. As needs and requirements evolve over
time, some minor and major modifications have taken
place in interior spaces and hull forms of Bodrum gulets. In
Blue Voyage, the demand for larger accommodation spaces
on the lower deck led to a sub-category of Bodrum gulets,
named Bodrum gulets with transom stern.
Even the term “Bodrum gulet” refers to a type of yacht with
elliptical stern form, wine-glass shaped midsection, and a
concave stem form. In this research, this original unique
form will be labeled as “Bodrum gulet with round stern.”
The most recently revealed sub-category of Bodrum gulet
with transom stern is called “Bodrum gulet with transom
stern.”

1.2. Bodrum Gulets with Round Stern
Generally, Bodrum gulets have two masts: violin-shaped
bow and scoop-formed stern [15]. The hull forms of Bodrum
gulets have evolved significantly over time due to changes in

Figure 2. Lines plan of a modern Bodrum gulet with round stern
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usage purposes. Figure 2 depicts the lines plan of a modern
Bodrum gulet with a round stern.

Having an elliptical stern provides smoother waterlines
near the propeller [11]. Therefore, its unique stern
form supplies aesthetically satisfactory design and
hydrodynamics. However, Bodrum gulets with round stern
are not advantageous in aft-lower deck volume compared to
Bodrum gulets with a transom stern. Generally, the aft part
of lower not suitable for use as a guest cabin, is used for
storage, crew area, or galley areas on Bodrum gulets with
round stern form.

1.3. Bodrum Gulets With Transom Stern
A special yacht type, which is called transom stern yacht in
Bodrum, arose by changing the aft side of Bodrum gulets.
This type of boat, which appeared in Bodrum after 1985, is
a form used for sailboats in Northern Europe for centuries
[15]. Transom stern type yacht is a version of the gulet,
created by making a flat mirror shape transom instead of
a round stern, resulting in the effort to increase the loadbearing capacity and the search for a large working area
[19]. Figure 3 shows the lines plan of a Bodrum gulet with
a transom stern.
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Figure 3. Lines plan of a Bodrum Gulet with transom stern

Except for their aft part of the hull, these yachts with
transom stern have a similar hull form as Bodrum gulets
with round stern. Transom stern has other advantages such
as easier construction and providing additional buoyancy
in stern with the possibility of balancing stern trims and
disadvantages such as a decrease in propulsion efficiency,
increased vibration of the hull, and worse performance
in waves when compared to cruiser stern hulls [11]. The
main feature that distinguishes the transom stern gulets
from the traditional gulets is that the stern sections are not
round but rather raised, as in the gulets [25]. On the other
hand, transom stern has disadvantages such as increased
resistance in low speeds, decreased propulsion efficiency,
and high vibration due to clearance limitation between the
propeller and the hull [11]. Therefore, a proper guide for
the preliminary design phase is required to understand the
hydrostatic and geometric parameters of these yachts.

order to increase the accuracy of results, yacht, which
are being used only in Blue Voyage and private use, were
selected, and daily trip boats were not considered in this
research. Figure 4 presents the steps for the investigation
and analysis. In this process, 44 Bodrum gulets are analyzed
geometrically, and non-dimensional parameters specific
to hulls are obtained for curve fitting. In this step, it is
important to keep the correlation coefficient (R-square) for
dependent variables as high as possible to obtain reliable
results [26]. After geometrical evaluation, hydrodynamic
characteristics are investigated, and the resistance of 44

2. Methodology

Twenty Bodrum gulets with round stern and 24 Bodrum
gulets with transom stern, built-in Bodrum between 1989
and 2020 and still in service, are selected for analyses. In

Figure 4. Investigation and analysis steps of the preliminary design
phase
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gulet forms is calculated using the Holtrop-Mennen method.
After getting resistance values, effective and break horse
powers are estimated as summarized in the following
equations. Within the obtained data, hull forms are
evaluated, and a conceptual design framework for Bodrum
gulets with round and transom sterns is created using the
dominant parameters.

Hulls of yachts were modeled using the Rhinoceros 3D (Ver.
5) program, and the models were imported to Maxsurf
software to obtain hydrostatic and geometric parameters.
For comparing resistance characteristics of the selected
Bodrum gulets, the resistance module of Maxsurf software
was used. The Holtrop-Mennen method was used in
resistance prediction because it is based on the regression
analysis of different scale model tests and trial data and is a
useful tool for displacement type hulls [27,28].
According to the mathematical model [29,30] of the
Holtrop-Mennen method, the total resistance of a ship can
be calculated as follows (formula 1 is below):

(1)

Where RV  refers to the viscous resistance; RW
  refers to the
wave-making resistance. In other words, the total resistance
of a ship consists of friction and residual resistances. The
viscous resistance is formulated as follows (formula 2 is
below):
(2)

Where RF is frictional resistance according to the ITTC1957 formula; the form factor k is a function of following
parameters [30] (formula 3 is below):

(3)

Where LR is the length of run calculated with statistically
derived formulation; c is the coefficient based on the shape
of the afterbody which is related with the stern shape
coefficient varying with the form types such as V-shaped
or U-shaped. The wave resistance is estimated as follows
(formula 4 is below):
(4)

Where c1 , c2 ,c3, m1 , m2 ,and λare the coefficients [29] which
are the functions of form; Fn is the Froude number depends
on the velocity of the vessel. By using the total resistance,
effective power (EHP) can be estimated for Bodrum gulets.
Even EHP does not represent the power of the engine at
a given speed due to losses in propulsion and interaction
of the flow around the hull, providing a starting point for
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related calculations [31]. It is possible to obtain shaft horse
power approximately by multiplying EHP by 2 [32]. The
EHP of the vessel can be calculated as follows (formula 5 is
below):
(5)

During analysis, 8, 10, and 12 knots are used for the
resistance prediction.

3. Results

3.1. Position of Longitudinal Center of Buoyancy and
Longitudinal Center of Flotation (in % of LWL)
Longitudinal Center of Buoyancy (LCB) is an important
parameter used in the weight distribution and
consequently in trim calculations in the preliminary
design process of a ship. Moreover, this hull form
parameter is used in determining wave generation
characteristics of the hull. As the LCB shifts to the
forepart of the amidship too much, the ship tends to
generate more waves in the bow shoulder whereas the
LCB shifts to the aft part too much, probability of flow
separation and vortices increase [11]. Besides, from the
resistance point of view, the LCB/L ratio is a remarkable
parameter to estimate the resistance-displacement
relationship for a different type hulls [5]. As long as
the longitudinal center of gravity does not match with
the longitudinal center of buoyancy, a trim occurs on a
vessel to match these two points [33]. The minimum,
the maximum, and the mean value among the selected
yachts’ LCB and Longitudinal Center of Flotation (LCF)
position in % are shown in Table 1. According to the
data, there is a difference in LCF as 1.15%, between
Bodrum gulets with round stern and Bodrum gulets
with transom stern.

3.2. Hull Form Coefficients
Hull form coefficients are key parameters to determine
the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic characteristics
of the yachts. Load, resistance, power, maneuvering,
and seakeeping performances are related to these
coefficients so that in the design phase of a ship, these
parameters should be investigated in detail. Moreover,
these coefficients also influence the functionality of
yachts which have aesthetic concerns and customerbased requirements. Therefore, the designer and/or
the engineer has a comprehension of the yacht’s hull
characteristics such as beaminess, fineness of the hull
ends, fullness of the hull, etc. In this section, important
dimensionless hull coefficients of Bodrum gulets with two
different stern forms are compared and discussed. Table 1
presents hull form coefficients of 20 Bodrum gulets with
round stern and 24 Bodrum Gulets with transom stern.
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Block coefficient describes the fullness of a hull and a
dominant factor on weight and resistance. Decrease in
block coefficient (CB) has positive effects such as improving
seakeeping and decreasing required propulsion power
whereas it has negative effects such as increasing
curvature in sections [34]. The prismatic coefficient is
used to determine fullness or fineness of the hull’s ends
by considering the immersed volume and midship section
area [35]. Midship area coefficient (CM) is used to develop
a new design and compare two different boat designs
[36]. The waterplane area coefficient is calculated by
dividing waterplane area by the multiplication of LWL with
beam of waterline (BWL). Its value ranges between 0.6 and
0.8; the higher values indicate the fullness of the yacht’s
ends [37]. According to the results, there is a significant
difference in CP values calculated as 6.06% for Bodrum
gulets with round stern and Bodrum gulets with transom
stern (see Table 1).

as the yacht’s length increases because large yachts
are less beamy [38]. A beamy boat has the advantages
of having a large interior space and high stability in
normal angles, but it also has disadvantages of possibly
increased difficulty to steer in strong winds and reduced
stability in large angles [40]. The studies show that beam
and waterline length have significant effect on a boat’s
wave resistance [41]. Narrowboats are advantageous by
providing ease in cruising in waves; however, they are
disadvantageous by providing less accommodation in
interior spaces and less initial stability when they are
compared with beamy boats [40]. Figure 5 depicts LOA/B
ratio distribution based on the selected yachts.

Length/beam ratio helps to understand “beaminess” of
the boat [39]. Like many other dimensionless ratios, the
LOA/B ratio depends on the size of the yacht; it increases

Figure 5. LOA-LOA/B ratio distribution of gulets with round and
transom sterns

3.3. Length - Beam Correlations
Length overall (LOA)/Length of waterline (LWL) ratio gives
an idea about the overhangs of a yacht in the longitudinal
direction. Ledges of a modern hull are decreased for
fashion-related reasons and to reduce the longitudinal
gyradius for an effective waterline Larsson and Eliasson
[38]. In Table 1, the minimum, the maximum, and the
mean values for round stern and transom stern Bodrum
gulet types are shown. The LOA/LWL ratio differs by 5.6%
between Bodrum gulets with round stern and Bodrum
gulets with transom stern.

As the length of the boat increases, the length/beam ratio’s
common value shifts from the range of 2.8 and 3.2 to the
range of 3.2 and 3.8 [40]. The change of LOA/B ratio is
similar for both stern forms, as shown in Figure 5.

RS: Round stern, TS: Transom stern, LOA: Length overall, B: Beam of the hull

Table 1. Ratio and values obtained from the research for Bodrum gulet with round stern and transom stern

Parameters

Round Stern

Transom Stern

Min

Mean

Max

Min

Mean

Max

LCB (%LWL)

44.49

49.73

62.96

46.95

49.70

54.58

Cb

0.18

0.21

0.30

0.18

0.20

0.22

LCF (%LWL)

44.64

Cp

0.62

Cm

0.30

Cwp

0.68

LOA/LWL

1.19

LOA/B ratio

3.14

B/BWL ratio

Disp./length ratio
Keel angle ( )
0

1.00

174.35
1.80

49.48
0.66
0.36
0.73
1.25

63.13
0.72
0.46
0.79

1.32

4.13

5.42

205.92

271.84

1.10
1.96

1.20

2.10

46.02
0.53
0.32
0.65
1.11
3.37
1.03

133.97
1.78

48.33
0.62
0.37
0.71
1.18
4.04
1.09

190.82
1.96

LCB: Longitudinal Center of Buoyancy, LCF: Longitudinal Center of Flotation, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum

54.21
0.69
0.42
0.76
1.27
4.75
1.21

252.83
2.10
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3.4. Displacement/Length Ratio
The displacement of hull in transom stern Bodrum gulets
is greater than that of round stern due to an increase in
volume of the aft along with the waterline length. Figure 6
depicts the change of displacement with respect to overall
length.

Figure 7. Change of resistance with respect to LOA and vessel speed
Figure 6. Displacement distribution of Bodrum gulets with different
stern forms

RS: Round stern, TS: Transom stern, LOA: Length overall

RS: Round stern, TS: Transom stern, LOA: Length overall

The resistance values of Bodrum gulets with two different
stern shapes are similar at 8 knots, as shown in Figure
7. However, compared with transom stern, Bodrum
gulets with round stern differ remarkably, especially at
10 knots service speed and at 12 knots maximum speed
when the LOA is 28 m or greater. Based on results, Bodrum
gulets with transom stern have approximately 15% less
resistance compared to Bodrum gulets with round stern
at high speeds when the LOA is greater than 28 m. This gap
can be explained by differences in CP and displacement/
length ratios, which are the function variables affecting
viscous resistance in the Holtrop-Mennen method and
differences in flow regime due to stern shapes. According
to the resistance results, Froude numbers range between
0.25 and 0.40 at speed ranging from 8 and 12 knots.
For typical LOA values, the resistance of transom stern
is higher than that of round stern at the same Froude
numbers, based on the difference in flow characteristics
at sterns. Sharp corners at transom stern result in flow
separation that increases drag [11,42]. Furthermore, 28
m represents a critical LOA boundary to be considered in
decision making for resistance calculations. LOA values
below and above 28 m exhibit significant differences in
resistance, particularly at a service speed of 10 knots.
Figure 8 presents the estimated engine powers based on
the resistance calculations.

Moreover, the displacement/length ratio is obtained
using the weight and cubic waterline length (0.01xLWL)3
of the vessel [38,40]. There are five different displacement
descriptions for the yachts according to displacement/
length ratio; ultralight displacement for the ratio between
50 and 100, light displacement for the ratio between 100
and 200, moderate light displacement for the ratio between
200 and 250, moderate high displacement for the ratio of
250 to 300 and heavy displacement for the ratios of 300 or
greater [40]. The low displacement/length ratio represents
low wave-making resistance by the hull [4]. There is a
significant difference in displacement/length ratios of
Bodrum gulets with two different stern shapes, as presented
in Table 1.
The overall length of typical Bodrum gulets ranges between
18 m and 25 m; thus, Bodrum gulets with round and transom
sterns can be classified in moderate light displacement
vessel groups.

3.5. Resistance Characteristics
After calculating the resistance performance of Bodrum
gulets with two different stern shapes for three different
speeds using the Holtrop-Mennen method, the obtained
results were combined in a graph to examine the similarities
and differences between these two hull forms. Figure 7
shows resistance values of Bodrum gulets with transom
stern and round stern for 8, 10, and 12 knots.
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The break power of engines installed in typical Bodrum
gulets ranges between 280 HP and 450 HP for 12 knots
maximum speed, as shown in Figure 8. Similar to the
resistance data, the required engine power is higher for
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of LCF (in % of LWL), CP, displacement/length ratio, and LOA/
LWL ratio.

4. Conclusions

Bodrum gulets with different stern forms are analyzed in
terms of main dimensions driven parameters to reveal the
differences and create a framework that can be used in
pre-design stage. The following conclusions are drawn for
Bodrum gulets with round stern and with transom stern
based on the results obtained:
- There are significant differences in the location of LCF
(in % of LWL), CP, displacement, displacement/length
ratio, LOA/LWL ratio, which directly affect the resistance
performance.
Figure 8. Change of BHP with respect to LOA and vessel speed
RS: Round stern, TS: Transom stern, LOA: Length overall, BHP: Break horse power

transom stern than that of round stern below the overall
length of 28 m. Consistent with the resistance values,
28 m represents a critical threshold in the preliminary
design process when a service speed of 10 knots is
taken into account. As the LOA of Bodrum gulets exceeds
this critical value, the ones with transom stern tend to
be more advantageous in terms of BHP. In contrast,
Bodrum gulets with round stern provide the advantage
of resistance and BHP for the LOA values lower than 28 m
for 10 and 12 knots, the service speed, and the maximum
speed.

3.6. Conceptual Framework
A conceptual framework shown in Figure 9 is developed
using geometric, hydrostatic, and hydrodynamic data
obtained in the previous sections. Using LOA, it is possible
to make a preliminary design of Bodrum gulets with round
and transom sterns with this framework.

This framework also provides a guideline in which the
designer can obtain LWL, B, BWL, displacement, Keel angle,
resistance, hull form coefficients [CB, CP, CM, waterplane
area coefficient (CWP)], location of LCB and LCF, values of
a Bodrum gulet. Besides approximate values and ratios for
the stated parameters, it is possible to estimate the desired
parameter, enabling flexible design.

According to Figure 9, Bodrum gulets with different stern
forms have similar characteristics. The most remarkable
difference between these two types is seen in the location

- Considering typical overall length of Bodrum gulets,
the round stern is more efficient in terms of resistance
compared to transom stern. However, especially for the LOA
greater than 28 m and for the service speeds and above,
Bodrum gulets with transom stern are more favorable in
terms of resistance.
- The similarities in hull form parameters such as LCB (in
% of LWL), CB, CWP, CM, LOA/B confirm that the Bodrum gulets
with transom stern are derived from Bodrum gulets with
round stern, and these two hull forms types come from the
same family.
- Transom stern seems favorable based on their
voluminous aft form providing additional buoyancy and
accommodation space.
- The developed framework simplifies the decision-making
process in the early design stages of Bodrum gulets.

As further research, the sail performances of Bodrum
gulets with different stern shapes will be compared by
applying different sail & rigging types, such as schooner
and ketch types rigging. In this context, it will be possible
to clarify the effects of different stern shapes on the sail
performance of Bodrum gulets. Moreover, this research
will provide an optimum sail design framework for the
Bodrum gulet hull forms by comparing different rig types
on these yachts.
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Figure 9. Preliminary design and engineering framework for hull parameters of Bodrum Gulets with RS and TS
RS: Round stern, TS: Transom stern, LOA: Length overall, LWL: Length of waterline, LCB: Longitudinal Center of Buoyancy, LCF: Longitudinal Center of Flotation,
BWL: Beam of waterline, Cb: Block coefficient, CM: Midship section coefficient, CP: Prismatic coefficient, CWP: Waterplane area coefficient
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